
Avitus Oligard

I have done these things to myself.  I am a monster to 

my enemies and a monster to my allies.  The path I 

walk alone will bring absolution to our endeavors.

--Avitus Oligard Journal Entry 24Xb 

Avitus Oligard

Homeworld: Unknown

Date of Birth: 5 BBY

Physical Description

Species: Human

Gender: Male

Height: 1.83 m / 6’0”

Weight: 68.04 kg / 150 lbs

Hair: White

Eyes: Blue

Personal Information

Family: Rath Oligard

Weapons: None

Fighting Styles: Concealment

Chronology & Political Information

Position: Human

Era(s): Dark Brotherhood Era

Affiliation:

Known Masters: Darth Carnus

Krath, The Collective

Avitus Oligard was a Krath Adherent and abnormally powerful 

human who came to the Dark Brotherhood’s attention during 

the events of the Twelfth Great Jedi War.  As a Force user, Avitus

hid his abilities from the Collective and attributed his insight to 

intuition and “gut” feelings.  Never far from his cousin Rath, 

Avitus was a key influencer in Collective operations and a 

staunch defender of his cousin’s initiatives.

Character History

Early Years and the Shadow Academy – 5 BBY to 30 ABY

Avitus’s early years are shrouded in history, but records indicate 

his Force sensitivity was identified at an early age by Dark 

Brotherhood scouts.  Brought to Antei, the young Oligard was 

initiated into the ways of the Dark Side at the Shadow Academy.  

Bookish and drawn to scholarly pursuits, Avitus was often found 

at the Temple Tiamat.  Understanding at an early age that 

physical combat would never be his forte, the young scholar 

threw considerable effort into the belief that knowledge was 

power. 

It is unknown what areas of study Oligard focused on during his 

scholarly pursuits due to the catastrophic loss of records 

following the Invasion of Antei in 21 ABY.  During the evacuation, 

Avitus failed to board the shuttles and remained on Antei

throughout the Alien Invasion and subsequent occupation by 

the fundamentalist Jedi sect under the Command of Jedi Master 

Omancor Crask.  

Reports indicate that the 28-year-old Oligard was found tortured 

and barely human when Crask’s Jedi Forces liberated the planet.  

Nurtured and brought back to health, Oligard received lessons

from Crask and was permitted, under supervision, to resume his pilgrimages to the Temple Tiamat.

When Dark Brotherhood forces invaded Antei in 30 ABY and liberated the planet, Oligard was found at the 

Temple Tiamat, meditating, as if the previous 9 years of torture and imprisonment had barely transpired.

The Fall of the Krath Order and a Return to Family

Avitus Oligard was a model student following the return of Dark Brotherhood forces on Antei.  Respected 

by his peers as a leading expert on Krath History, the young scholar was making a name for himself within 

the upper ranks of the Society.  Unfortunately, his work, both obvious and hidden, was interrupted in 34 

ABY when the new Grand Master of the Dark Brotherhood launched clandestine attacks against all aspects 

of the Brotherhood that he viewed as a threat.  The newly minted Iron Legion assaulted Oligard’s beloved 

Temple Tiamat and its destruction along with the Krath Order made Avitus’s position untenable within the 

Brotherhood.  

Secreting away to resources he had previously positioned, Oligard made a quick hyperspace jump from 

Antei and sought out the only family he knew.  

Unknown to him, it was during this same time that the Dark Brotherhood had engaged Odan Urr forces 

and murdered his cousin Rath’s family in an incident of collateral damage.  The two cousins, united in their 

anger against the Dark Brotherhood, now found a common purpose to move forward and into the future.

Physical Description

The years of Dark Side study, torture, and abuse have taken their toll on Avitus Oligard.  Unnaturally aged, 

the 42 year old human gives off the appearance of a man twice his age.  A gaunt face, hollowed frame, 

and stooped shoulders give Avitus’s movements a pained and slow cadence.  



Scars cross his body and tell of the time he was mentored under the brutally savage Omancor Crask. The 

wounds, faded with time, mimic those that Crask has endured years prior.  Additional scars, gifts from 

Antei’s alien invaders, refuse to heal and are often covered in synth-flesh and disgusting smelling 

ointments.

Shockingly blue eyes present the lone glimmer of life in Oligard’s appearance, although they are often 

hidden behind his smock of long and messy white hair.  

Fighting Style

Avitus Oligard is not a fighter.  He does not appear to carry any weapon on his body, but those that know 

him, know that he is not a figure to be trifled with.  Scans of his body show that the scars that cross his 

frame hide more than the pain of the past and that in a moment of crisis, the Prophet level force user 

could summon a weapon at a great cost to himself.  

Beyond the mysteries of hidden weapons, Avitus is a Prophet level force user capable and willing to use 

subterfuge and the force power Suppression to his advantage.  He seeks to use his knowledge of the force 

as a method to avoid combat and to quickly end it.

Relationships

Avitus is loyal to the one and only living member of his family:  Rath Oligard.  Avitus devotes much of his 

capability to defend his cousin's ambitions and to ensure they are successful.  At times, the two cousins 

disagree, but they never allow outsiders to separate them or incite disloyalty.  

It is rumored that the Prophet communes with more than one Force Specter and receives counsel on the 

Collective and his own future.

Personality

Avitus Oligard is a survivor.  He has survived an alien invasion, torture at the hands of ancient Jedi Masters, 

and the manipulation of Force ghosts.  Avitus has shown an uncanny ability to excel in the most extreme 

of circumstances and views setbacks as mere inconveniences along the way to greater things.

Capable of sustaining great discomfort, Avitus possesses a strength of will that is nearly unmatched across 

the galaxy. 


